UK: NHS Child Sex Change
Clinic Chief Resigns After
Disturbing Report from Staff
London: Marcus Evans, a governor with the Tavistock and
Portman NHS Foundation Trust, resigned from the non-profit
organization that is part of the NHS to protest the group’s
dismissal of allegations that the clinic was ‘fast-tracking’
children into gender reassignment due to intense pressure from
LGBT campaigners.

Summary by JW Williams
.
The Tavistock Institute that has been accused of mass social
engineering, was created with funding from the Rockefellers.
The Tavistock and Portman NHS Foundation Trust is part of
Britain’s National Health Service (NHS) socialized medical
system and is a non-profit corporation that provides research,
treatment and training. Foundation trusts provide over half
of all NHS hospital and mental health services, but are not
directed by the government.
.
The Tavistock and Portman NHS Foundation Trust, England’s
flagship child sex change clinic, is trying to dismiss an
internal report by its medical staff, led by Dr. Bell, that
was leaked last year and warned that children are at risk of

“long term damage” as they are put onto life-changing drugs as
a quick fix for their psychological problems and/or autism
without sufficient assessment.
The push for children to
change their sex comes from pressure from pro-transgender
activist groups such as Mermaids UK, that lobbies to abolish a
minimum age for gender-confused children to take sex change
drugs that cause permanent sterility.
Over the past five
years, the number of children referred to the Tavistock Centre
has risen from 468 to 2,519 a year, a rise of more than 400%.
The health of thousands of children is at stake.
.
Mermaids has been accused of using intimidation and blackmail
to promote fertility-compromising “treatments” for underage
children — and was even ordered not to contact a family after
a judge ruled a woman, who was being advised by the group, had
been abusing her 7-year-old son by forcing him to live as a
girl. The group is also accused of using intimidation and
blackmail to promote their agenda and creating “an atmosphere
of significant persecution” for the staff at the Tavistock
clinic, which has failed to stand up to Mermaids.
The UK
National Lottery recently awarded $664,000 to Mermaids.
Sources:
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Two More MAGA Hat Crimes:
Angry Teens Target an Elderly
Man and Fellow High School
Student
A 19-year old in New Jersey, Ryan M. Salvagno, was arrested
for allegedly throwing an 81-year old man to the ground over
being offended by the man’s MAGA hat, and in Oklahoma, Kenneth
Dewayne Jones, 18, faces assault charges for knocking a MAGA
hat off a fellow student’s head and ripping away his Trump
flag.

A student at Edmond Santa Fe High School in
Edmond, Oklahoma, was
caught on video confronting a student wearing a
“Make America Great
Again” hat and a “Trump 2020” banner as a cape.
The student knocked the
MAGA hat off of the other student’s head, before

forcibly ripping the
banner off and throwing it to the ground.
An altercation between two students involving a MAGA hat and a
“Trump
2020” banner at a high school in Edmond, Oklahoma, was caught
on video
on Monday, which resulted in one of the students being issued
a summons
for battery and assault.

The video shows a student, identified as 18-year-old Kenneth
Dewayne,
confronting a white student wearing a MAGA hat and wearing a
“Trump
2020” banner as a cape, in what appears to be a hallway inside
the high
school, as reported by the Edmond Sun.

Read full article here…

New Jersey authorities arrested 19-year-old Ryan M. Salvagno
on charges assault and harassment of an 81-year old man
outside of a supermarket for wearing a “Make America Great
Again” hat.

From Canyon News:

An 81 year old unidentified Somerset man, wearing a red “Make
America
Great Again” hat, was assaulted Monday, February 25 outside of

the
ShopRite Grocery Store in Somerset, NJ. Ryan M. Salvagno, 19,
of Amwell
Road is being charged for the crime.

The unidentified male victim was finishing his shopping and
was
exiting the grocery store located 435 Elizabeth Ave.,
Somerset, NJ 08873
when he was approached by Salvagno, who expressed his
disapproval of
the victim’s MAGA hat.

Ryan Salvagno graduated in 2017 from Franklin High.
After a verbal argument ensued, witnesses reported the victim
trying
to leave. Salvagno grabbed the victims hat off of his head.
When the
victim tried to take his hat back, Salvagno grabbed his arm
and threw
him to the ground, tossing his hat and tipping his shopping
cart.

The victim suffered minor injuries and refused transportation
to the hospital to be treated.

Salvagno was arrested on Wednesday, February 27 and faces
criminal
charges. He graduated in 2017 where he trained and competed on
the
wrestling team for the Franklin Warriors since 2014. He is
also a
self-described dancer.

It is unknown if the crime is being treated under special
circumstances given the age of the victim.

Read full article here…

Olympics to Allow Transgender
Athletes to Compete with
Women Without Sex Change
Surgery
The Olympics announced that transgender athletes, including
biological males, will be allowed to compete as the other sex

without gender reassignment surgery, signaling the end of
women’s sports as we know it.

Read full article here…

Nuclear Powers India and
Pakistan on Brink of War
Jake Morphonios reported India and Pakistan, two enemies that
are equipped with nuclear weapons, are deploying troops, tanks
and military aircraft to the border region between the two
countries in preparation for war. According to scientists, if
India or Pakistan were to strike each other with nuclear
missiles, within two weeks, the smoke from those bombs will
have spread around the entire Earth, blanketing the sky and
blocking out sunlight for years.

The conflict began when a Muslim terror organization group
launched a bomb attack on Kashmir, killing 40 Indian
paramilitary police, provoking retaliation from Indian Prime
Minister Narendra Modi. On February 26th, India sent fighter

jets across the Kashmir ‘Line of Control’, to carry out
attacks against a Muslim training camp about 40 miles inside
of Pakistani territory.
Pakistan reported the bombs were
detonated in a rural area and did not kill anyone, but claims
that Indian forces on the Line of Control killed four
civilians. Pakistan’s Prime Minister Imran Khan responded by
shooting down two of India’s fighter jets.
Khan has now
called for negotiation instead of retaliation, yet both
countries are preparing for full-scale war.

Trump’s Deal with North Korea
Fell
Apart
over
Denuclearization
President Trump ended his talks with North Korean leader Kim
Jong Un two hours early as North Korea wanted all sanctions
lifted entirely while refusing to fully remove all nukes from
the country, as Kim views its nuclear arsenal as a guarantor
of its security and the way it will be able to preserve its
hermit kingdom.

President Donald Trump abruptly ended his talks with North
Korean leader Kim Jong Un two hours early over disagreements
on denuclearization in Hanoi Thursday.

The summit’s abrupt end marks a disappointing conclusion to
what Trump hoped would be a signature achievement and
contribution to his foreign policy legacy. White House
officials said before the beginning of the summit that the
overarching goal of the summit was to agree upon a common
definition of denuclearization.

At Trump’s first June 2018 summit with the North Korean
leader, the two countries signed a memorandum agreeing in
principle to begin a denuclearization process.

The
previous summit’s main achievement was securing a cooling
period in
tensions between the United States and North Korea, which
ratcheted up
early in Trump’s presidential term, but the president wanted
to build
upon good relations and establish concrete actions the North
Koreans
must take.

Read full article here…

Leaked Facebook Documents
Show Discrimination Against
Conservatives and Intent to
Influence Elections
A Facebook employee leaked documents to James O’Keefe at
Project Veritas that shows how the tech giant discriminates
against conservatives through technological means and behavior
modification. The ‘Troll Twilight Zone’ was intended to
demoralize conservatives and influence important elections.

Danny Ben-David, a software engineer, wrote “Action Deboost
Live Distribution” code for Facebook that suppresses
distribution of a live feed by disabling features to share the
video and to shut down interactive notifications, while
removing live feed boost. The system converts the live video
to text and machine learning identifies certain words that
trigger ‘deboosting’.
.
Additional documents show that Seij Yamamoto, a data science
manager for Facebook, aims to shut down conservative “trolls”
who use memes for ridicule by targeting the language of the

right. He promotes the ‘Troll Twilight Zone’ that drastically
limits bandwidth, logs out automatically, and “magically”
fails to upload comments and posts. The methods are designed
to demoralize the conservative user. He wrote that his Troll
Twilight Zone feature will be triggered “leading up to
important elections” indicating that Facebook is influencing
elections against conservatives. Yamamoto proposed regulating
behavior through peer pressure and fear of social rejection by
notifying the friend network when a user has been suspended
from the platform.

Discover the Links Between
the Four Elite Families of
California that Have Run It
into the Ground
California has been controlled by the Brown, Newsom, Pelosi
and Getty families for over 80 years, making insider deals and
boosting each other into political offices. The families
helped create the social and economic disaster of the state
that carries $2 trillion in debt.

For 80 years the Brown, Newsom, Pelosi, and Getty families
have ruled over the State of California. Turning it into the
economic and social disaster that we see today.

And in On October 1, 2016, right before Donald Trump won the
election, President Obama transferred full control of the
internet from
the U.S. Government, to an independent California non-profit
organization called ICAAN.

Read full article here…

